1.
Let Dixmier [1] (see also [9] , [10] Suppose also that the BK-space X isometric to E is normal. Let A be a nuclear mapping from E' into F',, where is bounded in E and {y'i} is contained in a bounded, convex balanced, infracomplet e subset of F'.
Then for each we have PROOF.
We have Since, it is clear that the metrizable topology of C(E,F) determined by the sequence of seminorms {qk} is finer than the weak topology and since the dual of C equipped with this metrizable topology is Cx, to show that , it is sufficient to show that the metrizab e topology of C is not stronger than the Mackey topology.
For this purpose we shall show that the sets are contained in absolutely convex compact subsets of equipped with the weak topology. We recall that the normal topology of is the locally convex topology determined by the system of seminorms This topology is finer than the weak topology T and it can be shown (cf. [12] , proof of Proposition 5) that equipped with it is quasicomplete. We know that the absolutely convex closed envelope of a compact set is still compact if that absolutely convex closed envelope is complete. Hence it is sufficient to show that A, is relatively -compact. Since is quasicomplete in the normal topology Tn(, C) Ak is relatively Tn(,C)-compact if and only if it is relatively countably Tn(,C)-compact (Eberlein's theorem, cf., e.g., [4] , page 316). It is sufficient to show that Ak is relatively sequentially Ts(,C)-compact. In fact, it is not difficult [5] to show that a sequence of is Tn(,C)-convergent if and only if it is TS(,C)-convergent.
Let {u(n)} be a sequence of the unit ball of E and let {v(n)} be a sequence of From {u(n)} we can extract a subsequence, still denoted by {u(n)}, converging to u E E" in the weak topology TS(E'',E'). Similarly we can extract from {v(n)} a subsequence converging Thus the sequence {A(n)} converges to A in equipped with the weak topology TS(,C).
The proof is complete.
NOTES. (1) We assume the normality of the BK-space X in order that the theory of normal spaces of vector-valued sequences developed in [12] could be applied to the spaces C and.
(2) If we require that the Banach space E be reflexive but drop the condition that the BK-space X be normal, then we still have. The proof is based on a numbr of deep results on topological tensor products of locally convex spaces. Since, by Proposition 1, C(E,F) can be identified with 4. Let {ui} be a sequence of elements of E such that. For each seminorm pk on F, the function is a seminorm on (E,F).
We call the topology on (E,F) determined by these seminorms when pk runs through the sequence of seminorms determining the topology of F, and {ui} runs through the set of all admissible sequences the von Neumann topology (von Neumann [6] called it the strongest topology, Dixmier [1] translated that term into "topologie ultra forte").
Since is a relatively compact subset of equipped with the normal topology Tn(,). One then makes use of the fact that in the space l1 of convergent scalar sequences a subset S is relatively compact if and only if
As we have pointed out in the proof of Proposition 8, to show that 0 is relatively -compact, one only has to show that 0 is relatively sequentially compact in the weak topology.
